
Mistra Digital Forest | Cutting-edge research on
digitalisation in forestry

Mistra Digital Forest is a research program focusing on digitalisation in forestry. We take advantage of the opportunities of digitalisation for forestry, and through this we

contribute to the transformation of our society into a circular bioeconomy. The vision of the programme is to create digital solutions for a sustainable and efficient forest

bioeconomy.

Mistra Digital Forest is a research program working with the great societal challenges of our time. The demands of climate change and nature’s finite resources

mean we have to switch to a circular bioeconomy, and the forest has a central role in this. Forest raw materials can phase out fossil-based materials and

products, and replace them with renewable, bio-based alternatives. Digitalisation creates opportunities for forestry to be a sustainable and competitive part of

that transformation. This is precisely what Mistra Digital Forest is contributing to.

Mistra Digital Forest makes enormous amounts of data available, increasing our knowledge of the forest and enabling us to make sustainable, resource-efficient

decisions when we use this data. In concrete terms, this means that the programme’s researchers develop digital tools and innovations, automating and adding

greater precision in forest planning and forest use. This results in increased competitiveness and sustainability in the forestry sector. In order to accelerate

digital transformation, the program is working to increase digital knowledge within the industry. Methods for sustainability assessment are also being

developed, and provide a fact-based starting point, when various stakeholders are discussing the role of the forest in the transition to a more sustainable society.

The research is divided into four work packages: 1) Program-wide activities, 2) Forest Facts, 3) Efficient Forestry, 4) The Value of the Forest and Forest

Products.

Program stakeholders: Mistra Digital Forest is funded by Mistra and participating parties. The program is led by the Swedish Forest Industries Federation and

program partners are BillerudKorsnäs, Holmen, SCA, Stora Enso, Sveaskog, Södra, SLU, IVL, Skogforsk, Umeå University and KTH.
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PLUS DE
DéTAILS

DéFI CONCERNé

5. Accroître les performances économiques et

environnementales de la chaîne logistique forestière

DOMAINE

Récolte, infrastructure, logistique

TYPE DE SOLUTION

Réseaux, plateformes d'essai, plateformes R&D

MOTS-CLéS

Industry 4.0

SOLUTION DIGITALE

Oui

INNOVATION

Oui

PAYS D'ORIGINE

Suède

ECHELLE D'APPLICATION

Nationale

DéBUT ET FIN D'ANNéE

2019 -

INFORMATIONS
DE CONTACT

PROPRIéTAIRE OU AUTEUR 

Mistra Digital Forest 

Sverker Danielsson 

info@mistradigitalforest.se 

RAPPORTEUR

InnovaWood asbl 

Uwe Kies 

uwe.kies@innovawood.eu

REFERENCES
AND RESOURCES

SITE WEB PRINCIPAL

http://mistradigitalforest.se

RESSOURCES 

--

SITE WEB DU PROJET

--

RéFéRENCE DU PROJET

--
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LOGO DE LA BONNE
PRATIQUE

LOGO DE L'ORGANISATION
PRINCIPALE

PROJET SOUS LEQUEL CETTE FICHE D'INFORMATION A éTé CRééE

Rosewood 4.0

DATE DE PUBLICATION

18 déc 2021

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon

2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No.

862681
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https://www.forestinnovationhubs.rosewood-network.eu/en/node/1236
https://www.forestinnovationhubs.rosewood-network.eu/en/node/1236
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